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Focused Programs
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Executive Education

Live Online | Start date: February 3, 2021 | 5 weeks
On Campus: Barcelona | June 1-4, 2021

A Power Approach
to Strategy Execution
www.iese.edu/gtd

Why do some business strategies flourish
while others fail to get off the ground? When
it comes to reaching business objectives,
effective execution is key, driven by selfawareness, team leadership and the ability to
define and leverage social networks.
Unlock the mysteries behind solid strategy
implementation and acquire the leadership
essentials to align the processes, people
and power dynamics needed to successfully
execute your strategy.

Benefits

Content
• Taking charge and leading strategy execution
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• Personal characteristics that build influence
Gain new leadership
skills to effectively
execute corporate
strategies.

• Power: why some people have it while others
don’t
• Acting and speaking with power
• Making it work: Change Pro Simulation
• Visualizing your social network
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• Executing strategy in a global environment
• Mastering organizational dynamics
Prepare your “takingcharge strategy” for
your next assignment.

• Strategy execution tools
• The informal organization
• Overcoming resistance and obstacles
• Wrap-up and conclusions

Identify sources of
power within your
organization and use
them to build influence.

Map out an
organization’s political
terrain to identify
individuals critical for
diffusing a strategysupportive culture.

Enhance your
performance by
leveraging social
networks.

Is This Program
Right for You?
“Getting Things Done” is designed for business
leaders and senior decision-makers from both
private and public sectors responsible for
driving strategic change initiatives across
their organizations.
Using a highly practical approach, the program
will empower participants to achieve corporate
objectives by framing their decisions from
strategic, operational and political perspectives.

Faculty

Fabrizio Ferraro
Academic Director

Professor and Head of
Strategic Management
Department
PhD in Management,
Stanford University
MSc in Sociology,
Stanford University

Sebastien Brion

Massimo Maoret

Professor of
Managing People in
Organizations

Associate Professor of
Strategic Management

PhD and MS in
Organizational
Behavior, Haas
School of Business
at the University of
California, Berkeley
BS in Psychology,
Tufts University

PhD in Management,
Boston College
MS in Organization
Studies, Boston
College

Live Online Edition
Methodology
The program leverages a wide range of highly
dynamic and interactive teaching methodologies,
including group discussions, class lectures,
exercises, the case study method and a computer
simulation, all aimed to hone your skills as an
agent of change.
This combination of teaching methods has been
strategically designed to magnify the learning
impact.

The live online edition is
5 weeks in duration:
Kick-off session:
February 3 (Wed.)
Week 1

February 8 (Mon.) | Session 1
February 10 (Wed.) | Session 2
Week 2

February 15 (Mon.) | Session 3
February 17 (Wed.) | Session 4
Week 3

February 22 (Mon.) | Session 5
February 24 (Wed.) | Session 6
Week 4

March 1 (Mon.) | Session 7
March 3 (Wed.) | Session 8

On-Campus Edition
Methodology
The program leverages a wide range of highly
dynamic and interactive teaching methodologies,
including group discussions, class lectures,
exercises, the case study method and a computer
simulation, all aimed to hone your skills as an
agent of change.
This combination of teaching methods has
been strategically designed to foster an optimal
learning environment.
The on-campus edition takes place on the school’s
Barcelona campus.
To ensure participants get the most out of the
program, they will be asked to read the academic
materials provided two weeks before the
program’s start date.

Barcelona
4 days
English

Dates
Live Online Edition
February 3, 8, 10, 15, 17, 22, 24 &
March 1 & 3, 2021
Approximate Schedule:
2:00 - 5:00 p.m. CET

On-Campus Edition
June 1-4, 2021
Approximate Schedule:
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. with additional
evening social activities

Fees
Live Online Edition
General fee: € 2,500
IESE Members fee: € 2,250
On-Campus Edition
General fee: € 5,250
IESE Members fee: € 4,725
The program fee is tax-exempt and includes academic materials and lunches. Travel
and accommodation expenses are not included. Discounts are available for corporate
agreements and multiple registrations from the same company.
The program requires preparatory coursework, which will be made available two weeks
before the start date. Payment is required in order to access this material.
Please consult our cancellation policy on the web. Places are limited and filled in strict
order of registration.
Application:
www.iese.edu/gtd

Contacts
Anna Vera
Focused Programs Director
+34 93 253 43 95
AVera@iese.edu

IESE Barcelona
C/ D’Arnús i de Garí, 3-7
08034 Barcelona
Free parking

Sonia Sainz
Directora asociada
+34 93 253 42 20
SSainz@iese.edu

www.iese.edu
Barcelona
Madrid
Munich
New York
São Paulo

A Way to Learn . A Mark to Make . A World to Change .

